Information

Our library is an inspirational library. We have a huge range of books for all ages. Our books help all children to learn to read and if you enjoy books then you will enjoy our library. Come on the adventure with us, we’ll show you around.

Our Collection

Heaps of children love to read in our library. Here we have some children reading all types of books from the amazing collection that we have. Some of the collections are the Geronimo series.
Displays

We also have lots of displays in our library. At the moment we have two. The hooked on books display in the books collection area, the *possum magic* display as the centre display. We change our displays frequently as new series of books come, or if we have our school fete or a competition running. Here are some of our previous displays.
Different times in our library

Sometimes the librarians will read to the younger students and then do activities about that book. Other times we will just read books for our age groups.
The Book Worm

The book worm is a worm that carries books, it has 3 sections. We keep all our books in alphabetical order. This makes our library much easier to find all our books. The book worm is a helpful resource that moves around our library, where ever it needs to be.

Ernie

Ernie is our library turtle. He is fed by the librarians and he lives just outside the library. Outside the library is where the students in our school can bring along some music and dance to it. Outside we have a beautiful mosaic made by our art teacher.
The computer area

The computer area is where students can play games at lunch time. In school time we can come and research and also look up books to get for our library or search for books that we already have.

The Bean Bag Area

The bean bag area is a place we can go to read books or play games with our friends. We really enjoy the bean bag area because it is comfortable and it is a great place to go when you need peace and quiet.
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